
Product Features Quality trailers trusted on the battlefield and in the marketplace

GVWR:   8000 lbs

Payload:   6200 lbs

Max reel diameter:   108”

Min reel diameter:   36”

Max reel width:   56”

Trailer width:   96”

Tires:  LT235/85R17.5

Brakes:  Electric  12.5” x 3”

Frame:  3” x 6” tubing

Wheel chocks:  Extruded aluminum

Safety chains:  9700 lbs capacity ea

Axle:  Dexter 8000 lb Torflex

Lighting:  Trucklite LED per  
  FMVSS #108

Rear stabilizers:  Drop leg

Front jack w/ caster: 5000 lbs capacity

Emergency breakaway kit: Equipped 
with battery charging from tow vehicle.

Electric hydraulic power: Available hand  
  pump

Standard coating: Shot blast, e-coat,  
finish coat per customer’s specifications

Available Options:
9” anti-backlash brake

16” tensioning brake

Gasoline powered hydraulics for reel 
take-up and auxilary tool circuit

Tool boxes

Load capacities of 5000 lbs, 6500 lbs 
(shown above), and 8000 lbs

Hot-dipped galvanized fiinish  
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Schutt Industries - HL Series Cable Reel Trailer

Schutt Industries
185 Industrial Avenue
Clintonville, WI 54929
T: (715) 823-8025 
F: 715.823.8027
E: commercial@schuttindustries.com

HL - Series Cable Reel Trailers
The HL - Series cable reel trailers from Schutt Industries are designed to increase 

your company’s productivity while at the same time reducing expenses and maximizing 
safety. For example, the hydraulic lift rack allows one person to load cable reels safely 
and efficiently, saving your company added expense while better utilizing manpower 
elsewhere. The trailer is built on an 8000 lb torflex axle to ensure a smooth ride regard-
less of the terrain, making it safe for the driver and easy on the cargo. Depending upon 
your cable needs, a gas powered hydraulics for reel take up and auxiliary tool circuit is 
available.

But the bottom line is, will the Schutt HL Series increase productivity while keeping 
expense at a minimum both now and throughout the life of the trailer? The answer is a 
resounding yes!

About Schutt Industries
Schutt Industries, a $100 million company, is the leading manufacturer of trailering 

systems for the United States military. The company’s experience in providing durable 
trailers that withstand the rigors of the battlefield is now available for commercial use.

Contact your Schutt sales rep today 
for a no obligation demonstration  
and free cost estimate!


